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Each 24 hour’s change in illumination is obvious, but for 
creatures like humans a key element exists in the quality of 
that light; specifically in the amount of light in the blue part 
of the spectrum, which is greater in the hours after sunrise 
and before sunset.

Over time, we humans have learnt how to artificially extend 
our ‘day’, first by harnessing various forms of fire, and then 
in relatively recent times by technological advances that 
have allowed cheap and efficient illumination. The most 
recent of these light sources, such as mercury-based 
products (fluorescent, metal-halide, mercury-vapour) and 
the wildly popular LED, are typically laden with a relatively 
high level of blue-spectrum wavelengths.

Our biological connection with light is undeniable; blue-rich 
light can have an ‘alerting’ effect on the brain, and we now 
know that relatively low levels of blue light can suppress 
the release of the sleep-inducing hormone melatonin, 
causing delays to the onset of sleep and reducing the 
quality of the rest achieved.

Modern white light sources have typically been rich 
sources of blue-laden light, such as the humble LED which 
actually generates a ‘Royal Blue’ light frequency that is 
then altered by a colour-changing material to produce a 
‘white’ light. Recently the biological sensitivity to blue light 
has been found to be much greater than expected. 

Armed with this information, the challenge now is to 
artificially illuminate our environments in a pleasing and 
efficient manner, with minimal distortion to our health and 
natural circadian cycles.

“But can’t we do that with tuneable white 
systems now?”
Creating a lighting system that changes colour 
appearance between ‘cool’ and ‘warm’ will certainly 
evoke an emotional response. However, without proper 
regard for the amount of blue light being produced will 
this really achieve a meaningful, productive solution that 
human biology can harness to restore the benefits of an 
aligned circadian rhythm? The science that Alertness 
CRC and Monash University have researched suggests 
not, instead demonstrating that the Melanopic/Photopic 
ratio (M/P ratio) of the light source plays a fundamental 
role in delivering any benefit. The challenge is delivering a 
pleasing lighting solution that harnesses all of the metrics 
of quality illumination while delivering demonstrable 
benefits in maintaining the circadian balance.

The science is in and the measure of blue light in a light 
source is the driving factor in suppressing or allowing the 
release of melatonin from the pineal gland.

The daily transition from day to night and back again is a core element of our 
environment, and each surface-dwelling species that exists alongside us today 
has adapted to this pattern. We have long known that the cadence of daylight 
plays a significant role in our circadian health, and our biology has evolved to rely 
on the regularity of this system for natural function.

EVOLUTION  
& REVOLUTION

What is Melanopic lux?
Normal illumination is discussed in terms of 
Photopic Lux, which is the amount of light registered 
on the image-forming Cone receptors of our retinas. 
The retina also registers light on special, non-image 
forming cells called ‘intrinsically photosensitive 
retinal ganglion cells’ (ipRGCs), and Melanopic 
Lux is a term used to describe the portion of the 
illumination that the ipRGCs ‘see’.

Melanopic/Photopic ratio, or M/P ratio, is a 
description of the amount of blue light stimulus 
present in the normal Photopic illumination.



The most recent Alertness CRC and Monash University 
research shows that blue light can significantly suppress 
melatonin. Exposure to blue light can, in some individuals, 
cause the rise of melatonin to occur up to 2 hours later and 
reduce the amount of slow-wave activity during sleep by 
20%. Conversely blue-enriched light has proven alertness 
outcomes through melatonin suppression. We now have 
the formulae to artificially illuminate permanently occupied 
spaces to restore and maintain a healthy circadian cycle 
and reap the benefits.

BioGen™ delivers state of the art illumination 
that embraces the science.
BioGen™ Design is a combination of design philosophy 
and product development that embraces all the metrics 
of sound lighting design, which includes AS1680, GBC, 
Well, NCC and all other “Best Building Practice” solutions 
in conjunction with lighting experience, expertise, and 
passion.

BioGen™ products have been specifically developed to 
produce high blue-enriched light levels at commercially 
embraced 4000K and blue-depleted light at the warmer 
end of the spectrum, all the while maintaining excellent 
colour rendering properties.

Using BioGen™ enabled products empowers the user to 
access and deliver on the latest developments in science, 
while exceeding all the “lighting design” metrics that our 
industry applies, and that good lighting practice expects.

BioGen™ enabled products integrate with a choice of 
existing control system protocols such as DALI or easy to 
install, standalone BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) systems, 
with simple to use controls. Imagine the benefits that 
can be generated by illuminating permanently occupied 
spaces such as nursing homes, hospitals, and prisons via 
science-based lighting solutions, where the residents can 
benefit from restored and maintained wake/sleep cycles 
and all of the documented benefits of a healthy circadian 
cycle. BioGen™ ReGen delivers these benefits, through 
a combination of blue-enriched and blue-depleted light 
sources that can be programmed to transition from one 
state of illumination to another.

BioGen™ enabled products are not just about circadian 
health. For example, BioGen™ Blue is the ideal solution 
for our modern workspaces and educational institutions. 
BioGen™ Blue is a blue-enriched source that has an alerting 
benefit for all lighting applications, particularly important 
for shift workers and those performing tasks that require 
high levels of concentration, including educational 
facilities. In a shiftwork environment where duties must be 
performed outside of natural sleep/wake times, the blue-
enriched light of BioGen™ Blue can be used to suppress 
the release of Melatonin, which aside from improving the 
quality of work performed, can also positively impact on 
OH&S issues, workplace accidents, and the commute 
home from work.

BioGen™ ReFresh products feature high colour rendering, 
blue-depleted illumination, delivering a warm appearance 
and a low M/P ratio that is highly useful for dedicated 
illumination in preparation for rest, allowing for improved 
length and quality of restorative sleep.

Please consider:

• Suppressing melatonin has an alerting effect

• The rise of melatonin signals the beginning of
biological night, as the body readies itself for sleep

• Slow-wave sleep is the principal marker of sleep
depth and the restorative value of sleep

• Blue-enriched light, before bed, decreases the
amount of slow-wave activity

• Blue-depleted light featuring a low M/P ratio,
combined with lower light levels before bed, will
not suppress melatonin and not disrupt our natural
circadian rhythms



BioGen™ Blue 
BioGen™ Blue luminaires feature specialised Blue-
Enriched LED chips with a high M/P ratio of 1.0, and colour 
characteristics of 4000K, CRI89, for instances where an 
alerting effect is desired through suppression of  
melatonin release

BioGen™ ReFresh 
BioGen™ ReFresh luminaires feature specialised Blue-
Depleted LED chips with low M/P ratio of 0.35, and  
colour characteristics of 2400K, CRI89, for instances  
where melatonin release is desired to prepare for sleep 
and deep rest

BioGen™ ReGen 
BioGen™ ReGen luminaires feature a combination of both 
BioGen™ Blue and BioGen™ ReFresh LED chips allowing 
for transitions between the 0.35-1.0 M/P ratio modes of 
illumination (from 2400-4000K), CRI89, for promotion of 
optimal sleep cycles within permanently occupied spaces 
such as those that exist in hospitality, military, healthcare, 
aged-care, and correctional facilities.
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THE  
RANGE

Panel type: 
ASTI series

Extrusion type: 
INFINITI series

Interior Violence-prone type: 
ENDURALUX series

Downlight type: 
COMO BLACK series

Multi-Purpose type: 
LUCCA 350 series

Exterior Violence-prone type: 
PROTECTALUX series

Below is the first wave of luminaires with BioGen™ 
capability being released to the market:
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